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JOINT STATEMENT

CENTRAL COAST LABOR CANDIDATES STAND TOGETHER AGAINST
LIBERALS CSG OPEN SLATHER

In the last week the differences between the Liberal Party and Labor Party’s approach to
CSG have never been starker. 

Premier Baird made it very clear that when it comes to CSG; he is squarely on the side of
the industry and not local communities.

When questioned, the Liberal Premier stated: “Do we want coal seam gas? Absolutely we
do.” – All the while using his parliamentary majority to ram through the governments new
CSG plan.

The Liberal’s NSW Gas Plan does nothing to restrict CSG mining within existing license
areas, provides no new protections for drinking water, farmlands and natural areas, and fails
to implement all of the Chief Scientist’s recommendations.

The science is still not in on CSG, and Mike Baird is ignoring his own Chief Scientist to open
the gate and roll out the red carpet for unrestrained CSG mining across NSW.

No responsible government should permit this industry to grow without knowing what the
risks are and whether and how they can be addressed.

This plan does not nearly go far enough in protecting local communities and developing the
necessary regulatory framework to ensure that CSG mining is done in line with the highest
of environmental standards and safety.

We cannot let this industry risk the destruction of our water security, prime agricultural lands
and pristine natural areas.

Our communities can have no confidence that the CSG industry is safe or operating in a
strong regulatory environment until this work is undertaken.

Labor stands with our community and has a plan for CSG.  We will:

1 Rule out CSG in defined no go zones where CSG mining will never be allowed to
occur. Labor has committed to legally define core water catchment and aquifer areas
across the state,  including the Central  Coast, to protect the water quality of local
communities from inappropriate CSG development;

2 Impose a moratorium across the state and not lift it until the industry is proven to be
safe, until we have mapped the aquifers, until we understand the impacts that have
been highlighted by Chief Scientist in her report – coal seam gas exploration licenses
would be suspended, and new ones will not be issues until the moratorium is lifted.

3 Protect gas prices by advocating for a national gas reservation policy.
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